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INVITATION

An extraordinary experience…
The Biltmore Hotel Tbilisi, Georgia
Tbilisi, Georgia.
https://www.millenniumhotels.com/en/tbilisi/the-biltmore-hotel-tbilisi/

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
We are pleased to invite you to participate in the 1-st Georgian-Israeli Conference on
Obstetrics and Gynecology to be held in October 11 - 15, 2019 at The Biltmore Hotel Tbilisi,
Georgia.
Infertility, Maternal Fetal Medicine, Genetics and Epigenetics, Gynecological Endoscopy,
Female Pelvic Medicine, Sexual health and contraceptive technology are in the process of
rapid growth undergoing constant innovative and evolutionary changes. To accelerate
research initiatives and optimize patient care strategies, it is of at most importance to
enhance the flow of information and ideas among the deeply committed researchers and
clinicians involved in this area.
Through oral and poster presentations, this Conference will provide a medium for the rapid
communication of advances and new knowledge in all areas of reproductive care,
gynecology and contraception.
Parallel to scientific sessions, a commercial exhibition of the major pharmaceutical companies
including the latest laboratory and clinical equipment, assays, drugs, books and other material
will be held at the Meeting Venue.
For your enjoyment, we offer you 4 daily tours where you can get to know the landscapes,
Culinary food and Georgian folklore.
Tbilisi Tour for all participants and 3 additional trips to choose from.
Tbilisi, beautiful & miraculous, has a European character incredibly mixed together with
unforgettable features of old Georgian city, keeps traces of all major events of Georgian
history & leaves no one indifferent. The most striking aspect of Tbilisi today is its selfassured revival of its own traditions. Tbilisi is once more assuming its position as the capital
& mother city of the ancient state of Georgia. It is a city in which one comes face to face
with all that is finest & all that is most frustrating in Georgia
We look forward to having you join us in Georgia for an exciting and stimulating
Conference, both scientifically and socially, in the welcoming atmosphere of our Conference.
Yours sincerely,

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Yeshaya Arie Dr. (Israel)
Uznadze Nino Dr. (Georgia)
Barnan Rafael. Dr. (Israel)
Tengiz Asatiani Prof. (Georgia)
Royburt Moshe Dr. (Israel)
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Scientific Program Chairs:
Yeshaya Arie Dr. (Israel)
Sheiner Eyal Prof. (Israel)
Royburt Moshe Dr. (Israel)

Alex Papitashvili Dr.(Georgia)
David Davarashvili Dr. (Georgia)
Akaki Bakradze Dr. (Georgia)

Honorary Presidents
Prof. Tengiz Asatiani FRCOG
Prof. Ron Maymon, President of ISGO
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for Registration, Scientific Program & any further information please contact us
Registration will start at 04/07/2019
* Registration will be confirmed on a first come-first served basis.
*Since the demand is high, the number of places is limited, so a reduced cost will be given
until 01/08/2019
* Deadline for registration 01.09.2019

Mrs. May Sapir | Mr. Almog Honen
May +972-52-4833032, Almog +972-50-4088168
Tel +972-3-3034478

Fax. 972-3-9412662
e-mail –contact@refaelcare.com
website: www.refaelcare.com
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Schedule and programs
Flight from Tel Aviv at 11:00 to Tbilisi at 13:20 |Friday October 11, 2019
Return from Tbilisi at 21:00 to Tel Aviv at 23:00 | Tuesday October 15, 2019
Friday 11/10/19 | OPENING CEREMONY | A rich buffet |Congress Hall- The
Biltmore Hotel | 20:30 – 23:00

*Minister of Health of Georgia
*Israeli Ambassador to Georgia
*Representative of the World Congress of Georgian Jews
Saturday 12/10/19 | CONFERENCE | Coffee break | Lunch| Congress Hall - The
Biltmore Hotel | 09:30 – 17:30
Gala dinner at a local culinary restaurant along with a spectacular local folklore
performance | 20:00 – 22:30
Workshops will be held on Sunday Monday and Tuesday 13-15/10
Sunday 13/10/19| workshop | Prof. Menahem Neuman –"Urogynecology"
Monday 14/10/19| workshop| Prof. Raoul Orvieto- "Fertility"
Tuesday 15/10/19 | workshop |Dr. Yeshaya Arie- " Contraception"

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE:
The official language of the symposium is English.

Pre-congress and post-congress tours (choice from the proposed list) - 1. 2. 3. 4
*(One tour is included in the registration fee)
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Pre-congress and post-congress tours

1

HALF DAY TBILISI SIGHTSEEING TOUR

Duration of the program – 4-5 hours

Tbilisi, beautiful & miraculous, has a European character incredibly mixed together
with unforgettable features of old Georgian city, keeps traces of all major events of
Georgian history & leaves no one indifferent. The most striking aspect of Tbilisi today
is its self-assured revival of its own traditions. Tbilisi is once more assuming its
position as the capital & mother city of the ancient state of Georgia. It is a city in
which one comes face to face with all that is finest & all that is most frustrating in
Georgia.

2

DAY TRIP TO KHEVI PROVINCE –KAZBEGI
STEPANTSMINDA

Duration of the program 8-10 hours
Spend your time relaxing and soaking up the views the Caucasus Mountains with
its rich valleys, rushing mountain rivers. Take the opportunity to enjoy trip along
Georgian Military Highway by exploring its attractive surroundings, as well as
learning from sightseeing tours. Enjoy the breathtaking views of mountain passes
littered by watchtowers and alpine fields.If weather conditions permit you'll see
‘Mkinvartsveri’ or Kazbek (5047 m.) meaning ‘ice-top’. Natives of Khevi province
often call this giant volcano ‘the bride of the Khevi.
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3

ONE DAY TRIP TO MTSKHETA,
GORI & UPLISTSIKHE

Duration of program 8 - 9 hours
The Georgian lands are ancient crossroads & remember many ancient civilizations & great
peoples. Town-dwelling began in Georgia around the 8th-7th cc BC. The trade route from
India led through the lowlands of the Mtkvari and Rioni valleys to the Black Sea & further
westwards. The towns, such as Mtskheta, Gori, Uplistsikhe, developed as centers of
trade and manufacture, grew up along this route. One of these towns was Uplistsikhe, the
administrative & political centre of Kartli, built over several centuries of the 1st millennium
BC and continued expand in the early centuries AD. The hut roofed complex was sited on
a mountain side, hewn out of the rock, surrounded by moats & protected on the south
side by the river Mtkvari. Domestic dwellings & churches lay in the centre, while the
craftsmen’s workshops and trading centre were at the southern end. In Gori excursion to
the house where Stalin was born, the museum & the private coach.
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4

ONE DAY TRIP TO KAKHETI REGION – MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

Duration 8-10 hours

The trip leads to Kakheti province, famous wine making region of Georgia. Guided
excursion en route to Bodbe nunnery with their tranquil cloister garden. St.Nino, who brought
Christianity to Georgia in the 4th c., is buried in Bodbe. Then drive through the town of
Sighnaghi, surrounded by the defensive wall. The town appears to be one of the examples
of fortified medieval towns in the country. In Alazani valley visit elegant 12th c. Alaverdi
cathedral with its sheer size and splendor, a place of welcome, beauty and holiness, Ikalto
Academy Complex – 11th century cultural, religious and educational centre of Eastern
Georgia.
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